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Babis files
$50,000 from each
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The College of Wooster, Head
Baseball Coach Tim Pettorini, the
Kappa Chi fraternity and 26 former
members of Kappa Chi have been
sued by former KX pledge Chris
Babis. The lawsuit was filed on
Jan. 13 in the Cleveland Court of
Common Pleas.
Twelve of the 26 former Kappa
Chi members who were named in
the suit remain at Wooster. Also
named in the suit was "The Sev-
enth Section, care of The College
of Wooster" and former assistant
baseball coach Barry Craddock,
who. recently accepted the head
coaching position at Denison Uni-
versity. The Babis suit is asking for
$50,000 from each of the 31 defen-
dants.
Director of College Relations
Jeff Hanna acknowledged the Col-
lege had been served with the suit
and said, "At this point we are un-
certain who will handle the case."
The College does retain several law
firms, most notably Critchfield,
Critchfield and Johnston.
Pettorini
was un-
available The College ...
for com-- m Coach Tim Pettorini,
e n t . Chi andThe 12 fraternity
students members of Kappa
who been sued ...were
named as
Head Baseball
the Kappa
26former,
Chi have
defendants all declined comment.
Babis has retained the services of
the Cleveland-base- d law firm
Weisman, Goldberg and Weisman.
The lawsuit stems from incidents
of Jan. 20, 1999, when Babis con-
tends he was kicked, urinated on
and had baseball bats swung toward
his head while pledging Kappa Chi
Robert Friedman from
NASA Glenn Research Center
will lecture today on "Seeing our
Earth from Space" in McGaw
Chapel at 7:30 p.m.
"Brokendown Palace" will
show in Mateer at 7:30 p.m. to-
morrow.
"A Hero for Daisy" will show
at 7:30 p.m. in Mateer on Monday.
civil suit
of31 defendants
FILE PHOTO
Baseball coach Tim Pettorini.
last year. Charges of hazing, a
fourth-degre- e misdemeanor, were
brought against the four
"hellmasters" for last year's Kappa
Chi pledge class.
The accused "hellmasters," Brian
Claypool '99, Jeffrey Gostlin '99,
Bryan Kinney 00 and Andy
Yanchunas '99 all accepted a plea-barga- in
for a reduced charge of dis-
orderly conduct.
Babis is suing the following
former members of the Kappa Chi
fraternity: Kinney, Yanchunas,
Gostlin, Claypool, Ben Maibach
'00, John
Ellenwood
'00, Steve
Brandeis
'99, Ryan
Gorman
'99, Chris
Mihin '99,JeffNowoczvs&i
'99, Tom Palanti '99, Josh Petrash
'99, Travis Snyder '99, Trevor Ur-
ban '99, Frank Mascola '00, Andy
Nowicki '00, Ryan Williamson '01,
Dave Ciccone '01, Alan Krebel '01,
Ian Leister '01, Pete Moyer'Ol.Todd
Slagle 'Ol.Tyler Small '01, Steve Th-
ompson '01, JeffVan Volkenburg '01
and Joshua Wilson '99.
Thomas Crown Affair
will be showing in Mateer I
at 7:30 p.m.
The Wayne County Honors
Band and Scot Symphonic Band
Concert is on Sunday in McGaw
at 2:30 p.m.
Commedian Rich Ramirez
will be in the Underground at 10
p.m. Thursday. . -- . .'
Paul Simon challenges the C.O.W.
Ex-senat- or kicks off Great Decisions series with foreign policy
Erica Barnhill
Managing Editor
When former United States
Senator Paul Simon CD-Ill- .) spoke
in Gault Recital Hall on Tuesday
night as part of the Great Deci-
sions Lecture Series, he offered
up a challenge to the U.S. elec-
torate: make foreign policy issues
matter.
Simon was the inaugural speaker
in this year's series and addressed
the topic of "Presidential Elec-
tions and United States Foreign
Policy."
Simon said that, in general, "for-
eign policy receives very little at-
tention during a presidential race,"
but once a president is in office, he
will spend one-quart- er to one-thir- d
of his time addressing foreign
policy issues. Instead of giving at-
tention to substantive policy issues,
Simon said, "there is a tendency to
focus on the trivial, not just in elec-
tions, but in politics in general."
Simon argued this trend is a
negative one, stating, "where there
is an unwillingness to lead, things
happen that shouldn't happen."
One of those things, he said, was
the Senate's rejection of the Com-
prehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
last year. Simon said it was "in-
comprehensible" that the Senate
.could vote negatively on the mat-
ter.
According to Simon, the United
States has "developed a culture of
pandering" to certain interest
groups. He cited U.S.-Cuba- n
policy as an example, saying that
the United States' entire policy to-
ward Cuba "is controlled by one
county in Florida Dade County"
rather than by the interests of the
country as a whole. He said if the
United States would engage Cuba
instead of isolating it, Castro would
probably fall from power. When
Oil? tmt
Housing Applications are due
for permanent charter houses, small
program houses, language pro-
grams, clubsection housing and
off --campus living on Monday.
The Great Decisions Lecture
ries is on Tuesday in Gault Recital
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Simon addresses the crowd in Gault
asked by the Voice if the contro-
versy surrounding Cuban 6 year-ol- d
Elian Gonzalez would exist if
this were not a presidential election
year, Simon responded, "I don't
know. That's a very good ques-
tion."
Simon also spoke strongly in fa-
vor of study abroad programs for
This Week
Viewpoints
The Battle of the Sexes. ,
"Sak-sualit- y" and dating issues,
page 4
Features
Tour guides.
Walk backwards to the Promised Land,
page 6
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Hanna
Freij from Kent State Uni-
versity will speak on "Pros
pects for Peace in the Middle East"
Rose Mary Radford Reuther of
Garrett Evangelical Theological
Seminary will speak on "Religion
and Intolerance in the Monotheis-
tic Traditions" in Lean on Tuesday
at 1:15 p.m.
PHOTO BY J AMIS AlJ-AKD- K fc
this past Tuesday night.
college students. He said students
who studied abroad became more
open and receptive to different cul-
tures and ideas, as well as enrich-
ing their environment upon return-
ing home. He challenged the Col-
lege to assemble a multi-millio- n
please see SIMON,
page 3
In the Voice:
Arts & Entkrtainmknt
Oscar-winnin- g "SchwarUfahrer."
Actor speaks lo College audience,
page 9
Sports
Bye-by- e, Jim.
Barnes resigns his coaching position,
page 12
ACS is offering training:
"Creating Web Pages with
Adobe Pagemill II" on Tues.,
"Web Images" Wednesday,
"Web Forms" on Thursday, all
at 4 p.m. in Taylor 209 and
"Internet Research Methods" in
McCoy Lab at 4 p.m. on Monday.
COMPILED BY HaNNALOHI BaTKS. STAPF
Writtk
--Board SHnnnaiiesJ
Last Friday the Level UJ judicial
summaries for Fall Semester, 1999
were released. Both cases were adju-
dicated by Dean of Students Kenneth
Plusquellec.
Polk; on Charges and Hear--
Any member of the campus com- -,
munity may bring charges against a
student member of the community by
contacting the Chairperson of the Ju-
dicial Board or through a member of
the Dean of Students' staff.
A member of the Residence Hall
Staffor the Dean's staff, faculty, other
staff or students may bring a case of
suspected violation of the Codes of
Social Responsibility andor Aca-
demic Integrity to the attention of the
Judicial Board Chair. Any alleged
violator of die Codes is notified of
the charges brought against himher,
whereupon a hearing must be held to
determine innocence or guilt. An in
dividual has the option of having bis
or her case heard by the Judicial
Board, a Dean's Hearing Board or the .
Dean of Students. Students opting not
to contest the charge(s) brought
against them can have the case re
solved and a sanction imposed by the
Hearing Officer who reserves the
right to refuse a case and refer it back
to the Judicial Board for adjudication.
Appeals of Hearing Officer cases are
heard by the Dean of Students. Ap
peals of Judicial Board of Dean's
Hearing Board cases are heard by the
President of the College. :
Membership of the Hearing
Boards
The Judicial Board is composed of
students, faculty and staff. The vot
ing student members of the Board ap-
pointed by Campus Council for the
1999-200- 0 academic year are Ardith
Barrow, Ryan Dansak, Caitlin Pine,
Jeffrey Van Volkenburg and non-v- ot
ing Chair Rebecca Gardner.
Council also appoints six students
as Hearing Counselors to assist the
accused and accuser in understand-
ing the judicial process and to serve
as a support person throught the ad
judication of the case. Current student
Hearing Counselors are Richard
Anderson, Holly Deeds, Adrienne
Ferraro, Aden Pavkov and RXaymone
Wilkerson. Alternate members serving
on the Hearing Board or as Hearing
Counselors are Daren Batke, Jessica
Marshall, Khadijab. Mumtaz, Amee
Sinha and Brock Wanless.
Faculty members of the Board are
appointed by the Committee on Com-
mittees. The faculty members serv
ing on the Judicial Board and on
Dean's Hearing Boards mis year are
Donna Jacobs, Jim Periey, Denise
Bostdorff and David Wilkin. : I '.J
The President of the College ap
points administrative representation.
Administrative representatives for
this year are Joe Kirk, LaTashia R.
Reedus and David Wager.
Board members for Dean's Hearing
Board cases are selected by the Dean
of Students on a case-b- y --case basis and
include members of the Dean of Stu-
dents staff, along with faculty mem
bers who serve on the Judicial Board.
The student secretary is Gregory Epps.
Judicial Summaries
Summary I
Alleged Code Violations: Sections
I.A-- C, expectations for personal be
havior; Section IV.2.a-- b, individual
consumption of drugs; Section VJJ .A,
noise; Section IX.A, harassment, co
ercion, intimidation, threats and the
use of physical force; and Section XI,
the responsibility for guests.
Hearing Outcome: Because the stu-
dent did not contest the charges, the
Dean of Students resolved the case
and imposed the penalties..
Sanctions: The accused was placed
on Recorded Disciplinary Probation
through the end of Semester I of the
academic year 1999-200- 0; the ac-
cused was required to make restitu-
tion for damages; the accused was
required to participate in the Chemi-
cal Awareness Program facilitated by
' the Wayne County Alcoholism Ser
vices for The College of Wooster, and
the accused was required to complete
a minimum of one. session with a
College Counselor to discuss the is
sue of anger management --
Summary II ,,
Alleged Code Violations: Section
.
I.A-- C, expectations for personal behav-
ior, Section IV, drugs; Section VII, quiet
hours; Section IX, harassment, coer-
cion, intimidation and assault; and Sec
tion XI, responsibility for guests. :
. Hearing Outcome: Because the ac-
cused did not contest the charges, the
Dean of Students resolved the case
and imposed the penalties.
Sanctions: The accused was placed
on Recorded Disciplinary Probation
through the end of Semester I of the
academic year 1999-200- 0; the ac-
cused was required to make restitu-
tion for damages; the accused was
required to participate in the Chemi-
cal Awareness Program facilitated by
the Wayne County Alcoholism Ser-
vices for The College of Wooster, and
the accused was required to complete
a minimum of one session with a
College Counselor to discuss the is-
sue of anger management
. Information courtesy of Carolyn L.
Buxton, Associate Dean of Students,
the Judicial J36ard"ahd'ihe'pampuS''
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Seton Hall a wake-u- p call for CO.W.
Administration investigates fire safety, wiring updates
Allison Roger
Assistant News Editor
The recent Seton Hall fire in New
Jersey has sparked a heightened fire
saftey awareness in colleges and
universities across the country as
well as an investigation at The Col-
lege of Wooster. After hearing of
the fire, the College's executive
staff met with the College's head
electrician and conducted an exten-
sive check of fire alarms and safety
procedures. "Fire safety is one of
Wooster 's highest priorities," com-
mented Vice President of Finance
and Business Robert Walton. How-
ever, Seton Hall was an additional
wake-u- p call.
The Seton Hall incident coin-
cided with a small dormitory fire
in Compton last week and with a
rash of other fires across campus
this academic year. When the is-
sue of the fires in general arose in
Campus Council last Tuesday, Fac-
ulty Representative and Associate
Professor of Philosophy Garrett
Thomson suggested that "if you put
the incidents together ... maybe
there is a pattern."
According to Walton, however,
the problem in Compton or a pat-
tern in fire incidents in general
did not arise from an electrically
faulty outlet Walton said the out-
let itself was according to code and
that a loose connection between the
plug and the wall adaptor was ac-
tually to blame. "When a connec-
tion is not firm, the normal flow of
energy is inhibited, resistence
Council concludes SGA debate
Naomi Kresge
News Editor
The first part of this Tuesday's
Campus Council meeting was spent
in renewed discussion of the failed
initiative to call the Student Gov-
ernment Association charter, along
with the constitutionality of the
group's Funding Acquisition Com-
mittee (FAC) action, into question.
Campus Council chair and Char-
ter Committee co-ch- air Jen Sorrells
'00 told the Council that "we're not
in the business of regulating student
constitutions" and added that, due
to the SGA amendations, "it is ... a
moot point"
ouncn,.member -- and Charter
. ... 1 .
builds up and heat is produced,"
Walton explained. In the Compton
fire, this heat caused a meltdown
of the outlet. 'The problem of
loose connections is rather com-
mon," Walton said. "How many
times do we shove furniture against
a wall without realzing that we have
jarred an outlet? Obviously, a
heightened awareness is neces-
sary."
Walton remembers the '50s and
'60s, when dorm rooms were
equipped with merely a single
rarely used outlet. "Students didn't
have televisions, fans or comput-
ers," he said, adding that "Wooster
still has dorms of that vintage."
Associate Dean of of Students
Carolyn Buxton also said that "the
rise in electronic appliances was not
expected when such residence halls
were built." Walton said he feels
the problems Wooster is encounter-
ing does not have to do with an im-
proper design, but instead colleges,
like society in general, are using
more power."
At the Council meeting at which
the topic was discussed, Buxton
said many outlets retain a 750-wa- tt
limit. Campus Council Represen-tative-at-Lar- ge
Courtney White '01
suggested that "750 watts could
turn out to be somewhat of an eso-
teric number."
Much discussion concerning ac-
tual outlets has also taken place.
Older outlets were two-pronge- d,
meaning there existed two wires
which carried current One wire is
Campus Council Beat
Hickey said he concurred, stating
the Council is "not involved in the
regulation of the internal affairs of
organizations," an activity that he
said would "take the chartering pro-
cess where it was never intended
to go."
Representative-at-Larg- e
Courtney White '01 countered by
saying'The SGA has placed in their
charter that they shall run accord-
ing to their constitution and bylaws
... I'm not advocating that we go
looking at every organization with
a maginifying glass," he added,
"but in this case I believe that a
problem has come up."
Upon discussion the Council as
a whole voted to table the objec- -
"hot" - carries electricity - and the
other is not Newer outlets, though,
are three-prong- ed and carry an ad-
ditional ground wire that prevents
electric shock. All active outlets on
the Wooster campus are now three-pronge- d.
The long-ter- m challenge facing
the College lies in accomodating
the increasing number of appli-
ances students bring to college. Old
two-prong- ed outlets have been re-
placed and additional outlets have
been installed, but that does not
fully solve the problem. "Simply
adding outlets only creates less of
a need for power strips," Walton
said. "Eventually, what the College
will need are additional circuits and
power sources."
A relatively new technological
advancement, called the Arc
Sensititve Recepticle (ASR), may
be the answer in the future. The
ASR has the capability to detect
possible problems (i.e. fluctuations
in power) that are occuring away
from the particular outlet ASRs are
on the market yet still quite costly.
"If a normal three-prong- ed outlet
is $ 1 , then an ASR would be priced
at $100," Walton told the Voice.
In conclusion, Walton
emphasised the importance of stu-
dent safety, especially fire safety.
"It is the College's and the trustee's
first priority," he said. "In general,
I think everyone should be very
sensitive to the issue."
The meeting continued with a
discussion of wiring issues as well
as of the conditions under which the
Council should be willing to revoke
charters of campus groups at all.
The conversation centered specifi-
cally around when and whether the
actions of individuals should apply
to the charters of the groups of
which they are members.
The Council voted to postpone
both of these discussions until next
week, along with a concern intro-
duced by White that "a representa-
tive from the administration is not
regularly "attending the Campus
Council."
The meeting ended with recog-
nition of new representative Erik
.MpLaugfchn.vlV 4 -
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Remodeling crews
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
The College has taken the first
step in the possible renovation of
Kauke Hall. The College has hired
a Boston-base- d company to help
the College determine its long-ter- m
needs.
According to Vice President for
Finance and Business Bob Walton,
the College expects the firm to sub-
mit its report outlining the major
needs of the College by Fall.
"We expect them to come back
in the fall with a number of recom-
mended changes," Walton said.
"Number one on that list will un-
doubtedly be the renovation of
Kauke. I would expect them to also
recommend an improvement in our
student recreation facilities ...
mainly the student recreation cen-
ter."
The recommendation from
Dober, Lidsky, Craig and Associ-
ates will be the first step in a
lengthy process Walton hopes will
result in an improved campus.
"We are trying to come up with
a campus plan," Walton said.
"How do we make this campus feel
more-lik- e axrommunity?" The firm
has visited the campus five times
and met with faculty, staff and stu-
dents to try to recognize the major
needs. "They'll identify our needs,
make a series of recommendations
and then lay out a plan to imple-
ment everything."
Walton said he expects Kauke to
"Rediscover"
The Wooster Inn
Introducing our Winter Menu
Choose from our selection of $5.95 lunches including:
N.Y.. Steak French Dip Sandwich
: ; . Chicken Pot Pie
Smoked Turkey and Bacon Sandwich
New Dinner hours from 5:30 to 8 pjn. featuring:
. . . .
Variety of pasta dishes --
i - Savory seafood selection
Beef lovers favorites
Enjoy our $10.95 Sunday Brunch Featuring:
'
... Carved meat
.Belgian Waffles
- - Traditional breakfast and lunch favorites
44 iV-- l f t
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Bob Walton said students should be able
'years. -
be atop the list of recommenda-
tions. "Kauke is the icon of the
campus and it does need some at-
tention," he said. "Every student
and faculty member touches Kauke
at one point or another." Walton
admits the renovation of Kauke is
an ambitious goal. "It's a big goal,
to hit the
photo by Amelia Lorenz
to walk into a remodeled Kauke in six
but a good goal," Walton said.
"Kauke does present some unique
challenges, but it is a beautiful
ing and is pretty exciting to think
about a state of the art Kauke Hall.
"If you come back for your fifth
year reunion I will be personally
disappointed if you are not able to
Warning: Soup and Bread in danger
190 more volunteers are needed for
the Tuesday night soup and bread.
130 more are needed for the
Thursday lunch.
Please do what you can.
Corrections
Asjournalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in news-gatherin- g,
editing orprinting. The Voice staff strives to avoid such
mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it
and promptly correct it. This space exists for that purpose.
To report errors or register a complaint, please call the Voice office at
rt '7598 M-vhrnd- us' 6 (330h2632598 affoamPMS.xr. emaH vs at
iwicebwooster.edu.' y':
campus once again
set foot in a renovated Kauke,"
Walton said.
After Dober Lidsky, Craig and
Associates present their recommen-
dations to the Board of Trustees, if
the Board decides to move forward
with the recommendations they will
organize an action plan.
The second endeavor Walton dis-
cussed was the construction of a stu-
dent recreation center. "There is defi-
nitely a need for more athletic facili-ties- ,"
Walton
said. "Ifyou come back
"We do year reunion Inot like disappointed ifto use the
word set foot in a
fjeldhouse Walton said.
because
for your fifth
will be personally
you are not able to
renovated Kauke,
it implies
that it is only for organized sports,
when this would be something for
the entire college community."
Also brought up in the early dis-
cussions was a possible remodel-
ing of or addition to Lowry Center.
"Lowry does need to be modern-
ized," Walton said. "There is a lot
of possibilities, at this point we arejust seeing what they are."
Bob Rodda, director of Lowry
Center is excited about the poss-
ibility of a remodeled Lowry.
"There is so much that can be
done," Rodda said. He outlined a
variety of changes he would like to
see happen. They include more
small dining rooms, an expansion
V-- V 1 Vl,lS : ''''
of the main dining room, an expan-
sion of the bookstore, a ballroom
and possibly an auditorium. Rodda
also touched on the idea of expand-
ing Mom's hours and "remodeling
or reorganizing the student orga-
nization offices."
"One radical idea is to bring the
waterfall inside with the expansion
towards the PEC." Rodda said.
As for the funding, Walton ad-
mitted he has not begun to think
about
funding
project.
"At ;his
point we
don't
have a
plan,"
Walton
said. "My guess is we will follow
what we've done in the past. There
are a couple possible ways we can
do that. One of the great strengths
of Wooster is we don't go into debt.
That takes all the weight off the stu-
dents. We don't take any money
from tuition or the endowment for
projects." The funding for Sever-
ance Hall was made possible
through the campaign of the 1990s.
"It would take a capital cam-
paign." Walton said. "And it would
probably take a few years. But
from my position, one of the great-
est strengths of Wooster is the fi-
nancial responsibility. We don't
build on the backs of students."
Simon
continued from payc I
dollar endowment lor sponsoring
students to study -- abroad programs,
saying, " guarantee your campus
will be richer for it."
The Great Decisions series, now
in its 2()th year, brings a variety of
speakers on various topics relating
to United States foreign policy to
campus. International Relations
Program chair Jeff Lantis said
Simon was sought out to speak be-
cause he "is a very interesting po-
litical personality."
Lantis also noted Simon's expe-
riences fit in well with the gen-
eral scope of the Great Decisions
program, pointing out the the
senator has "written prolifically
on domestic and foreign policy
issues, and he has a strong inter-
est in international educational
themes."
1!
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All's unfairfor chem-fre- e
The sad reality of room draw is again upon us, as every
one but seniors received their housing options booklets in
the mail last week. Most students threw theirs into a drawer,
hoping to avoid any thoughts of the fiasco for at least an
other few months. Some students did open the books, and
much to their surprise, noticed a change in one and only
one of the programs: Chemical Free. Students living m
this program would be assigned numbers according to years
in the program and then class year.
This change poses many questions from students in the
program and in other programs. Why was it that only the
procedure for Chemical Free was changed and not Quiet
and Smoke Free? Why weren't current students in the pro-
gram notified of the change? Will program members be
able to find out what their status and number are before
having to sign a contract? With the recent resignation of
Matha Thornton and the current confusion as to who will
be in charge of these decisions, we are left not knowing
what to expect on April 15. Then again, do we ever?
WCWS fails to rebound
Last year at some point we had a radio station. For a
while there it was even getting cool. Then the wind took it
away . . . literally.
-
The tornado that took out WCWS's radio tower in July
took away more than just our radio station. It also took
with it all the hope of it ever being cool again. ...
We sympathize with the fact a tornado is a pretty damn
good reason why we don't have a radio station. However,
what is left of WCWS, a supposed broadcasting system
on "RealAudio," is about as successful as Dukakis' 1988
campaign. Not all people can get the audio to work on
their computers and when it does, it usually sounds like
crap. : ..... "
Furthermore, when it does come in, you have DJs who
know less about speaking coherendy on air than they do
about playing decent music.
Please, for the love of God, if we ever do get a real tower
back again, can we try to train people to sound remotely
literate on air? Or should we join the tornado in wiping :
away what is left of a fast fading campus institution? :
fffe& : , :
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Suddenly single and in the game
Leila Atassi
So I've been single for a couple
months now. Well, ever since
Thanksgiving Break, when my 3 12
year Utopian relationship sputtered to
an anticlimactic finish and shattered
every ounce of faith I have in the
promises of silly boys." (Yes, still a
little salty.) Now, after having been
in a relationship since I was 16 years
old. I am finally single, and just in
time to become the equivalent of an
eighth grader on the college dating
scene. Please note: my honesty is di-
rected to those of you who may find
themselves in similar situations,
rather than meant to be an open invi-
tation for campus perverts and sexual
predators to take advantage of all
those newly-singl- e. You know who "
you are.
Truly, I am amazed with the way
some people operate at parties and at
The Underground. Damn, they're so
smooth. Until now, I have only been
an observer and have heard tales of
those sexual escapades, so fondly
known as "hook-ups,- " and often I
wonder, where on Earth did he hear
that terrible pick-u- p line? And what
compelled those girls to walk all the
way from Holden to The Under-
ground through the bitter January
weather in nothing but tube tops?
Many people are simply looking for
a good time and a means of relaxation,
and that's fine. Hell, I've been single
for two months, and I only want to be-
gin to meet people who have a little re-
spect for the opposite sex. Because all
too often I watch my friends tie the
noose around the neck of their own dig-
nity, blurring the line between pure in-
dulgence in sexuality and the develop- -
ment of truly meaningful relationships.
But we're young, and we should rel-
ish our youth. Not everyone is in search
of a relationship at this age, and there is
absolutely nothing wrong with that But
one day they will be, and reputations
and old habits are difficult to reverse
when that inertia takes hold. And you
may disagree, but as a newly single in-
dividual on this campus, I can easily
provide a list ofat least 50 people whose
reputations I have been advised to stay
away from.
I know that I'm not alone in viewing
this very sensitive issue with pessimism.
When discussing opinions on campus
dating in the Voice office, one of my
esteemed female colleagues disdain- -
fully cornrnented, "It just sucks! The
way it works is that you hook up with
someone and if they're not that ugly
when you wake up in the morning, then
you're together." Sweet! Sounds ro-
mantic.
If I've learned anything during the
last two months it's that few people
are used to respecting others from the
start, and respect has become so
much more difficult to demand than
it was when I was sixteen. I'm not
dealing with my high school sweet-
heart anymore, who, by the way, has
since become a male cheerleader at
his college. (They're in our confer-
ence ! Feel free to throw beer cans at
him or heckle him until he cries like
a little girl.)
I am distrusting, as so many oth-
ers are. I am salty, which is too bad
because life should be so sweet for
us right now. But as one of my dear
friends once said about someone she
felt wasn't right for her, "I just want
someone who will treat me like a
princess, and I don't think that's too
much to ask. Because if he would
only treat me like a princess, I would
treat him like a prince."
Wouldn't our world be a little
sweeter with a few more princes?
Leila Atassi is the Viewpoints
Editor oThe Wooster Voice.
Lamentations on "Sak-sualit- y"
Ryan Dansak
Girls, girls everywhere, but not
a one to date.
This column is not meant to of-
fend any of the girls I have dated
on this campus, cause I think I've
been fortunate to court some of the
more exemplary females here. This
lamentation is simply to say good
girls are hard to find here.
As a first year, I spent much of
my time at fraternity and sorority
parties attempting to find one of the
fairest of the fairer sex. Unfortu-
nately, I had little luck finding any-
one who could go two weekends
without chucking on my shoes.
Maybe, I thought, girls aren't at-
tracted to the steak-hea- d football
types. So I dropped about 50 pounds,
and changed my attitude.
I finally settled down with a girl
who was athletic, pretty and smart
to boot. That lasted about two
weeks and she promptly found a
guy she spent the next three years
together. So I dodged a bullet there.
Hmm ... I thought, maybe my
new image wasn't working as well
for me as I thought it would. I
licked my wounds and started
nonchalantly dating again after a
brief sojourn.
To my chagrin, I found Wooster
offered slim pickings. I don't mean
there was a lack of good-lookin- g
girls like many gnys on this cam-
pus assert. Simply, if a guy wants
to have a serious relationship not
based on alcohol or the Bible, girls
somewhere in the middle are few
and far between. The others, I can
say with a clear conscience, are
shrouded in the catcalls of medioc-
rity.
Sophomore year, I met a girl one
night and we stayed together the
next two years. I have to admit I
loved the girl, but we eventually re-
alized we would not be spending
the rest of our lives together. When
the relationship went Sour, we tried
for a long time to make things
work. In retrospect, part of my fear
of breaking up was I knew there
would be no one on this campus I
would want to have a relationship
with struggling was easier than
starting over.
Now, I know some of you are
wondering what is wrong with go
ing to parties on the weekends and
hooking up with a different girl
each weekend. I'm not the oldest
senior at this school at 2 1 , but I feel
random hook-up- s are decidedly
immature and overrated. Granted,
they offer a quick thrill but they
lack real substance.
I want a relationship.
I want a relationship with a girl as
mature as I am, and who wants the
same out of dating I do. She needs to
be smart, beautiful, athletic, and most
of all, deep. I need to be able to have
profound conversations with this girl.
The girl I date needs to be able to
pontificate on topics from Milton to
milkshakes.
Maybe some of you are thinking my
demands are a lot to ask I disagree.
It's what I want and I refuse to settle.
I am through with hook-up- s.
And, unless I can find a girl who
meets my standards, I'm through
with girls on this campus.
Of course, talking to toothless
townies doesn't sound too appeal-
ing either.
Ryan Dansak is the Associate
Editor ofThe Wooster Voice.
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Who wants to be a greedy bastard?
Leila Atassi
"The answer is B: three." (dra-
matic pause)
"Is that your final answer?"
"That is my final answer, Regis."
"OK, for $32,000, you said there
are three stripes on the Adidas logo,
and you are correct!"
The music roars into a climactic
serenade and the laser lights pan the
audience and again settle on the
sweating contestant.
Indeed, mere are three stripes on the
Adidas logo. And somewhere on this
cruel planet, where Chinese orphans
bang steel into pots for pennies a day,
someone decided that knowing that
useless piece of trivia was worth the
price tag of three semesters at The Col-
lege of Wooster.
Such quiz shows, where the stakes
are high and morale is at an all-ti- me low,
have quickly become an icon of
America at the start ofanew millenium.
The new shows "Who Wants to be a
Millionaire", 'Twenty-One- " and
"Greed", have Americans on the phone
lines, listening to busy signals and wait-
ing for their opportunity to prove they,
too, have what it takes to dazzle us with
their fourth grade level intellect
And truly it is chance that an indi-
vidual is selected to be a contestant,
and all are fooled into believing that
their invitation to participate and their
success on the show are results of
having been blessed with some su
pernatural intelligence. Not one of
them understands that the simplicity
of the questions is a manipulation of
human greed and merely a tool to
convince them they are capable of
continuing and eventually pocketing
the million dollars.
Let's examine the word greed for
a moment, shall we? Greed is de-
fined as "the desire to acquire more
than one needs or deserves." It
doesn't get any more blatant than
that, folks! Can the title of this
show be any more specific about
the moral decay it represents? Our
principles really shouldn't be too
confused here, because it pretty
much tells you that you must be one
greedy bastard to want to partici-
pate on this show.
A friend of a friend actually made
an appearance on "Greed." The
game itself is played on teams, and
each member of the team has the op-
portunity to answer a question in
varying degrees of difficulty. The en-
tire team plays as a unit, but should
the greed arise, and it always does, a
player has the option of challenging
another to a Family Feud-styl- e draw.
And the winner walks away with the
loser's money, who is then eliminated
from the game altogether.
The players do not know each
other. In fact, the producers are cer-
tain to select individuals from differ-
ent parts of the world, to ensure that
friendship doesn't get in the way of
the contestants' ability to be greedy.
So this friend of a friend flew to
California for the taping of the show,
and spent the night before the contest
in a hotel with the other members of
his team, learning about their various
backgrounds and becoming friends.
During these moments of bonding, the
teammates made a pact that no matter
what, no one would challenge another.
They all deserved an equal chance to
win the same amount of money. And
of course, at least one of them walked
away with nothing because they had
been eliminated by their new friend.
I simply have no respect for the
theme that is surfacing in what
America finds to be entertaining.
And I'm so afraid I'm losing respect
for my family because they told me
they've never missed an episode of
"Who Wants to be a Millionaire."
Please take my advice, and turn off
your television when you hear those
famous themes and see thase dra-
matic lights, and be a force in avoid-
ing this cultural digression.
And it's difficult We've all glued
our eyes to the TV for at least one
full episode and told ourselves that
we could win that million dollars,
because deep down inside of each
one of us is someone who would
promise their first born child to a de-
vious little man named Regis Philbin,
if only for the ability to spin straw
into gold.
Leila Atassi is the Viewpoints
Editor of The Wooster Voice.
Wasting two million
Joe Vardon
An evening of great entertain-
ment was provided by the Tennes-
see Titans and the St Louis Rams
in Super Bowl XXXIV last Sunday.
They were two teams who played
their hearts out until the final play,
and left everything they had on the
field. The world watched Kurt
Warner, who just five years ago was
bagging groceries, become the
game's MVR All of this makes
people feel very good about them-
selves, football and America in gen-
eral. But there was a side to Sun
place to advertise buying a pet on
the Internet Who wants to do that
anyway? Why would you order a
pet off the computer from some
clown in Iowa, have them ship you
a three legged dog that barks when-
ever it sees the sun and then turn
around and use all the credit infor-
mation that you gave him to buy
himself an unmarked yacht off the
coast of Jamaica and never be seen
again? These commercials do not
make sense. What do a bunch of
Europeans walking around the
streets of New York reciting some
old poem have to do with trading
stocks on- -day night's tele-
cast that puts a According to these two
different spin million dollar a pop
on the status of brilliancedisplays of (orpopular culture , i r a
in the united lack there of) Americans
states. This el- - are doing either one of two
ement was the things. They are either
commercial s. drinking beer or logging
the Internet.these two mil onto
lion dollar a pop
displays of brilliance (or lack
thereof ) Americans are doing either
one of two things. They are either
drinking beer or logging onto the
Internet. While many people
watching the game were probably
participating in 1 2 oz. curls as well,
I doubt there were too many people
participating in that ridiculous in-
vention by ABC called "Enhanced
TV." This is the idea that someone
would want to get on the Internet
and watch little numbers and other
things move across the screen or
participate in an on-lin- e chat while
watching the game. If anyone has
the will or the desire to type on a
keyboard while watching the Su-
per Bowl, they probably don't re-
ally want to watch the Super Bowl.
My argument goes much deeper
than just Enhanced TV. I under-
stand all of the beer commercials.
They are usually funny, and foot-
ball audiences are open to beer
commercials because they are
probably drinking beer while
watching the game. And there were
some car commercials and spots
from other companies, but all of
this "dotcom" stuff has to go.
Where were Pepsi, Coke,
McDonalds, Pizza Hut, Trident,
Taco Bell, and all of the other com-
panies that do have a reason to ad-
vertise during the game of games?
They were nowhere to be found.
Why did more than 50 percent of
the commercial spots go to a com-
pany whose name ends with .com?
Football games are not a good
line? The an-
swer to that
question is
nothing.
My favor-
ite mockery
of American
society is
this new web
site idea
calledW c b M I) .
Let me clue in all of those Internet
wizards. If you are sick, you get
up and go to a doctor. The doctor
will then examine you and pre-
scribe medicine to make you bel-
ter. Logging onto the internet and
having a three person chat with a
doctor and some lady from Mis-
souri who claims to be 5 '4" and
blonde but is really 6'4" and bald
will not make you any healthier.
You cannot get healthier by briefly
describing your ailment to a doc-
tor that can't even see you.
And ordering a pet via the Net is
also probably a bad idea. Can
someone tell me what would be
wrong with using a stockbroker to
trade for you? Yeah. I know then
someone else isn't the one dealing
with your money, but there is a
drawback to this. The drawback is,
you probably won't make too much
money trading for yourself, be-
cause you don't know what you are
doing. Let someone who has a little
experience in the stock market
worry about stocks.
These examples are a plea to
next year's Super Bowl commit-
tee to be wiser when choosing
who gets the commercial spots.
Because, unless next year's game
is really just a giant computer- -
animated video game, most foot-
ball fans will not be able to stom-- : ,.,
ach another three hours of
Internet commercials.
Joe Vardon is a guest columnist
for The Wooster Voice.
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They're showing us the way
Tour guides play an important role in attracting students
i- .- v I
Prospective students get a glimpse of the
Timothy Hagen
Staff Writer
Decisions, decisions, decisions.
These are what prospective college
students encounter when choosing
a future academic institution.
These decisions range from "The
academic and athletic :. Pro- - forgrams to living and social ar--
rangements. One of prospec- - during March through April and on specia occasions, such as
tive students' first impres- - July through August," said Salupo. the weekends of the College
sions of Wooster, on which Scholar exams and other big
these decisions are often based, is
the guide with whom they tour the
campus.
As many current Wooster students
are aware, campus tours begin at the
Admissions office in Galpin Hall. From
mere, the campus and its "nooks and
crannies" are revealed to prospective
students and accompanying family
members during a both informative and
brisk excursion about Wooster.
According to tour guide Marie
Salupo '00, Wooster's tour guide
system, unlike those of most other
academic institutions, makes a
dedicated commitment to have only
"one guide per tour family." This
ratio often makes a "big impact on
prospective students," Salupo said.
It offers a more intimate and com-
fortable situation for prospectives
during the tour, she added.
Salupo emphasized that tour
guides should be "active members
of the college campus" and "have
a diverse range of interests." Tour
guides need to be knowledgeable
about academic departments and
----
it-.
photo by Ben Spieldenner
inside of Taylor Hall.
social and athletic programs, which
may include the floor plan of the
recently renovated Severance
Chemistry Building, Wooster's
home basketball schedule and the
art exhibit currently on display at
busiest times of the school
prospective visitors occurs
Ebert. Quite often, this '"Wooster
trivia" provides valuable informa-
tion for, and answers the questions
of, prospective students.
Kristin Parent, assistant director
of admissions, readily agrees. Par-
ent stressed that tour guides be
"well-spoke- n and well-articulate- d,"
and they be "good representatives
of the school" in general. Accord-
ing to Parent, most first-ye- ar tour
guides work on an as-need- ed ba- -
sis; when sophomores, tour guides
usually are assigned a stable sched-
ule. This system reflects the accu-
mulation of knowledge and expe-
rience which a student must un-
dergo in order to be prepared to an-
swer the questions of prospectives.
Students applying to be tour
guides must maintain a minimum
GPA of 2.6. After successfully
completing- - an application
process,which includes a written
application and an interview, both
beginning and veteran tour guides
must then attend regular meetings
during which they are updated on
current Wooster information or
events that may pertain to
prospectives' interests.
A typical tour includes Taylor
and the computer labs, Freedlander
Theatre, Kauke Hall, the libraries,
Holden Hall, the PEC, Douglass
Hall and Kenarden Lodge, the fea-
ture dorm. Other major buildings
are pointed out along the way.
While some buildings are standard,
like Lowry and the PEC, the per-
sonalized nature of the tours en-
ables the guide to tailor the walk to
the prospective students' interests.
Wooster's tour guide program is
currently staffed by approxi- -
year mately 60 students, 35 of
wn ours
prospective weekends. "The busi-
est times of the school year for
prospective visitors occur during
March through April and July
through August," Salupo said.
For more information about repre-
senting Wooster as a tour guide, con-
tact Kristin Parent at extension 2099.
Looking for the opportunity ofa
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To the Editor:
c In light of the recent with-
drawal of two students, Ken
Wessler and Greer Imbrie, I think
some attitudes towards psyche-
delic drugs need to be changed.
First of alL if the College thinks
it is a problem, certainly kicking
out two students does not solve
it. Secondly, psychedelics are not
something you ingest on a Friday
after a "hard day at the office,"
the way some people do beer and
martinis. Psychedelics, say the
Mezateca Indians of Mexico, "en-
able a man to see God." Try that
sometime when you're drunk!
The reason for the repressive
federal and state laws against the
drugs is that the awareness they
bring about is contrary to and sub-
verts the shaky foundations upon
which our culture is built. Barry
Weisberg, in a recent article in
Liberation, writes, "Where nature
works toward harmony, coopera-
tion and interdependence, ad- -,
vanced industrial society works,
toward growth, competition, and
independence.? .. ... . . i
vThat the drugs reveal the way,
nature works (and incidentally,
the way society should be work-
ing), is shown in the following
quote from The Subversive Sci-
ence, Essays Toward an Ecology
ofMan, in which the editors, Paul
Shepard and Daniel McKinley --
write: "' -
. "The description of the trip
accords astonishingly well with
the description of die individual i
which is given in the behavioral
sciences, in biology and in ecol-
ogy
"It was possible to calculate
that the world was round before
making the voyage that proved it
to be so. The psychedelics are,
perhaps, the ship, the experimen- -
g war
tal instrument by which the
theory can be verified in common
experience."
George Chalmers
Drug crackdown
Lowry Center is sponsoring a
drug conference the weekend of
Feb. 22-2- 4 in an attempt to arm
students with information.
Dr. Viola Startzman and Harold
Closson, who are instrumental in
planning the conference, do not
want the weekend to be a preach-
ing session on the evils of drugs,
but a sophisticated handling of the
issue catering to both the experi-
enced and the wary.
Not all arrangements have been
completed, but those events al-
ready scheduled include a Feb. 18
lecture by Dr. Donald Lurie, au-
thor of a book on the drug experi-
ence; talks by a Cleveland lawyer
on legal hassles and by a New
York psychologist on the philo-
sophical aspects, panel discus-
sions, and continuous films.
The ; conference, has been
planned.,for, some time " but, by
chance, will come on. the! heel of
much dope discussion due to a
recent crack-dow- n on campus
dealers. ' ' ' .
. The response was in line with
the College's 1968 drug statement
for the Scot's Key, which has been
retained in the new Conduct Code.
The statement is, in effect, that
the College does not condone drug
use but will make every effort to
help the individual (this usually
means counseling). It goes on to
state, however, that dealing will
not be tolerated. While the deans
stress that every case will be
treated individually, the implica-
tion in the code is that a student
found dealing will be asked to
leave school. '
Grra your "Friends and say
I , N
Vance
Dru
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Just one student Pacifist candidate speaks outProposes cutting nukes and military spending to zerog V "" - -- . .JW- - '"" 1 1111 1 ' 11 1 f
David Lohr
Features Editor
Lindsay Russell '02
Lindsay Russell '02, a Commu-
nication Sciences and Disorders
major from Ridgefield, Conn.v
loves to help out. It's that simple.
WI wanted a career helping
people, es- - you canOne student can make a big , h e i ppeciall y
children, difference,' Said
but I didn't :
want to be a teacher," Russell
said. "I ended up studying speech
language pathology, and here I .
am."
"Here" is Lincoln Way Elemen- -.
tary "SChooI1 ih'Wooiter, --wftCfe-Russell
has volunteered for the it
last two years tutoring second
through sixth grade students af-
ter school. "We usually take the
kids to the library and help them
with the homework they have for
the night: math, spelling, geogra-
phy or whatever else they need."
Russell said the best part of
volunteering is knowing that you '
can actually make a difference. "I
just truly enjoy it. I love working
photo by Ben Spieloenner
with kids, but I don't even con-
sider it working. You just go there
and have fun with the kids," she
said. "You get a great sense of
personal satisfaction knowing
RuSSelL someone
that much
without even going out of your
way." '
"It's great when you're work-
ing with a kid on something they
don't understand, and you see a
light gb'6a"wheh they understand
It's a great feeling to know you
helped out," she added.
Wooster has a reputation for
being a very active campus.
However, there is always more
that can be done.
"I think more people should vol-
unteer," Russell said. "It doesn't
take up much of your time and it's
very rewarding. One student can
make a big difference."
Compiled by David Lohr
Bradford Lyttle, the 72-year-o- ld
founder of the United States Paci-
fist Party and its official Presiden-
tial candidate for 2000, spoke in the
Douglass Lounge Tuesday night as
the first guest of the Science and
Humanities Program's speaker se-
ries of third-part- y presidential can-
didates.
Having formed the Pacifist Party
in 1983, Lyttle made two previous
runs for the presidency in 1984 and
1996.
Lyttle's political platform is cen-
tered chiefly around the immediate
disarmament of the United States'
nuclear arsenal and the adoption of
nonviolence as the official stance
of American foreign policy. Using
a mathematical equation of prob-
ability that he called the "Apoca-
lypse Equation," Lyttle argued that
the mere existence of active nuclear
warheads is a constant danger to the
world. Citing various political sci-
entists as well as mathematician
Stephen Hawking, Lyttle justified
his stance on the imminence of ac-
cidental nuclear war.
He proposed that military spend-
ing be cut to zero, and the revenue
saved by doing this should be spent
on government programs to edu-
cate citizens in nonviolence train-
ing.
Nonviolent resistance, the civil
action pioneered by Ghandi and
Martin Luther King Jr. and advo-
cated by Henry David Thoreau, is
a valid stance for a nation as a
Summer Jobs in New England
Exciting employment opportunities working with youth ages 8-- 16 in
Connecticut's finest resident camp. Seeking specialist in waterfront, sailing, riding,
tennis, volleyball, rock climbing, ceramics, rocketry, dance, and mt bike tripping.
Also have positions for counselors and village directors. Promise for an experience to
last a lifetime; work with great friends, enjoy plenty of fun, while spending your .
summer inthe foothills of the Berkshires"
Representative on Campus Tuesday February 8, 2000Stop by and visit
MO and Joanna in the Lowry Student Center. Camp Jewell is an equal opportunity
employer. Contact us at ymca.met.hfdsnet.net on
YMCA Camp Jewell Colebrook, CT.06021 860-379-27- 82
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United Stales Pacifist Party founder
whole, Lyttle stated. In ridding it-
self of its nuclear deterrent-base- d
defense system, the United States
would admittedly open itself to vio-
lation, but Lyttle stressed the ever-prese-nt
danger of total annihilation
by an unplanned launch of nuclear
weapons far outweighed whatever
would come of a foreign assault on
PHOTO BY Bl-- N Sl'll i in nm k
Bradford Lyttle in the Douglass lounge.
an American people firm in their
nonviolent beliefs. Furthermore.
America's demilitarization would
be an example followed by other
countries in time, according to
Lyttle.
A large number of students at-
tended the talk and were active in
their discussion with the speaker.
Video wins award
"Beyond the Surface" takes Silver
The 12-min- ute video produced to assist in College of Wooster ad-
missions has been named the winner of a silver award, given during
the annual International Mercury Awards.
Entered in a category with other recruiting videos from around the
globe, "Beyond the Surface" was filmed during the 1997-9-8 and 1998-9-9
academic years. The video encompassed numerous aspects of the
campus, incorporating campus attractions, sites and even the annual
Alumni Association meeting last June.
.
The International Mercury Awards are sponsored by MerComm,
Inc. and are used to reward excellence in various fields of communi-
cations. x
The video was created by Vera Oakley and Jon Huberth of Tribe,
Ltd., which is a New Jersey based film company. The Director of
College Relations, Jeff Hanna, produced the video for the College.
The Men ofXi Chi Psi
and the Red Cross
Offer our thanks to those who volunteered
and donated at last week 's blood drive. We
hope for your continued support in the future.
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To the beat of his own drum
Molly McKinney & Daren Batke
Voice Staff
Clutching a tambourine in one
hand and a maraca in the other, Tom
Fries shouts "ONE-two-thre- e" at a
gaggle of percussionists in Scheide
rehearsal room. He arrived at
Wooster for band rehearsal four
hours ago and, after a quick din-
ner, taught lessons up until re-
hearsal time. He will stay after re-
hearsal and make it home by mid-
night - if he's lucky.
By the end of one week. Fries has
traveled to three different colleges
and has played at least one or two
gigs. With this schedule, he rarely
gets a day off. Most people would
burn out keeping the hours that
Fries does. But with a great atti-
tude and a love for what he does,
Fries continues to keep working
and has gained the respect and
reputation that he deserves.
Fries (pronounced "Freeze") be-
gan playing drums at the age of
nine. He continued his percussion
playing at Brecksville High School
(in the Cleveland area), where he
participated in the jazz band,
marching band, musical pit orches-
tra and the concert band. By his
senior year. Fries had decided on
music as a career, and subsequently
won the high school's music award.
"There were a Jpt of good musi-
cians and it was a close race," Fries
said, "but I received the award be-
cause I was the most well rounded."
Though he received a scholarship
Tribute to
Hannalori Bates
Staff Writer
Have you ever seen "Piping in of
the Haggis" or heard bohran (pro-
nounced bo-rah- n) drums being
played? You will have the chance
on Saturday, Feb. 5th in Babcock
dining room and formal lounge,
because the Wooster community is
invited by the Wooster Scottish Arts
Society to "A Robert Bums Cel-
ebration."
The Wooster Scottish Arts Soci-
ety, better known as WooSAS, is a
group of students that aims to in-
crease awareness about traditional
Scottish culture. Organizer Kevin
Bischof '03 says, "It Robert Bums
celebration gives a sense of what
a true Scottish culture is like. We
want to get the community and stu-
dents involved."
Robert Bums is Scotland's na
to Ohio State, and had an opportu-
nity to play at the Cleveland Insti-
tute of Music, Fries chose to attend
Baldwin-Wallac- e College in Berea,
Ohio. "I chose Baldwin-Wallac- e
because I felt it was a place that I
could go that was close to home and
could play in groups around the area
rather than be in a whole new loca-
tion," Fries said.
After receiving" his Bachelor of
Music in percussion performance,
Fries was accepeted to Kent State
University to work on his Masters
degree, and was offered an
assistanceship at the school. This
meant free tuition as well as a paid
position teaching classes there,
such as a percussion methods class
and private lessons.
Though he finished his course
work at Kent in two yers, it took
him six to receive his degree. In
his second year. Fries began to play
more outside of the college area.
He played in the Canton Symphony
for a while, took a job at the Front
Row Theatre in Cleveland and
ended up performing there when-
ever they needed a percussionist up
until the theatre closed 16 years
later.
Fries' reputation also gained him
jobs at the Palace and State Theatres
in Cleveland. He has worked with
over 100 stars, including Sammy
Davis Jr. and Lucianno Pavoratti.
While working on his Masters,
Fries began teaching at Hiram Col-
lege one day a week, where he con-
tinues to teach today. He also taught
Burns with Haggis
tional poet. He is considered the
"immemorial bard of Scotland."
He is well recognized all over Scot-
land. One of his most famous works
is "Auld Lang Syne" which will
most likely be performed at the cel-
ebration. In addition, another popu-
lar work was his first published book,
"Kilmarnock Poems, Chiefly in the
Scottish Dialect." This book is an
example of how he helped to sustain
the original language, one of the rea-
sons he is widely recognized.
After the poet's death in 1796,
the Bums Federation formed in
1 885 in Scotland. This organization
initiated the idea of honoring his
memory by having a dinner on the
anniversary of his birth, Jan. 25th.
A traditional Bums' dinner usually
includes Scottish fare, speeches
commemorating Burns, readings of
his poems, Scottish dancing and
at Cuyahoga Community College
and Mount Union College before
coming to Wooster in 1991. Fries
now splits his days between Hiram,
Wooster and Cleveland State.
Fries' responsibilites at Wooster
include teaching percussion les-
sons, the percussion methods class
and directing the percussion en-
semble. He also works with the per-
cussion section of both the marching
and symphonic bands, and has -r- ecently
taken on the responsibility of
faculty advisor for the newly-forme- d
Wooster Winter Drumline.
Fries, his wife and son Timmy, 7,
live in Bath, which is a mid point
between Cleveland, Akron, Hiram
and Wooster.
Fries met his wife, a pianist, while
they were teaching private lessons at
the same studio. They both travel and
teach, which comes with the job of
being a musician. "No matter where
you live, you're going to travel some-
where," Fries said, "that's the way
this business works."
Fries' next big gig comes in
March, when he performs percus-
sion for the musical "Ragtime."
With his crazy schedule, the thing
that keeps Fries going is people.
And though it is not a big money
profession, he enjoys every perfor-
mance.
His advice is simple when applied
to either music or life in general:
"Keep an open mind, about people,
about music and about all things in
life. Because you never know what
you're going to run into."
The Wooster celebration on Sat-
urday will be quite close to what
you would experience at an authen-
tic Bums dinner. Bischof said, 'It's
a good start for larger ones in the
future." It will include readings of
Bums' poems. Highland dancing,
piping, Ceildh dancing as wel as
traditional Scottish fare- - haggis, as-
sorted desserts and meat pies. Ev-
eryone will be invited to join in the
Ceildh dancing. There will be in-
struction provided.
Also, there will be a live perfor-
mance by a Celtic band composed
of Wooster students including a
fiddle, an electric bass, recorders,
bodhran drums and a penny
whistle.
Admission is free for students, staff
and faculty and is $2 for the Wooster
community. Doors open at 7:00 p.m.
and the celebration is expected to go
on until 11 :30 p.m.
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Tom Fries directs the Wooster Percussion Ensemble.
Wickets are on sale now
for :
Cheryl Farney's
''Transformation : The
Poetry ofAnne
Sexton"
Chris Matsos
A.CTING Recital
call Freedlander Box
Office at x2241
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This Week With
SAB
Friday, Feb. 4
V Friday Film Series
"Brokedown Palace"
Mateer, 7:30 p.m.
FREE!
Saturday, Feb. 5
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V Saturday Film Series
"TheThomas Crown
Affair".
Mateer, 8:30 pjn.
$1.00
77zurs20CMiry 3 Entertainment
Denzel scores with latest
Luke Lindberg
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Keeping history correct in any
film about the past is no easy task.
Many have tried and failed. Oliver
Stone never bothers to be accurate,
all those MerchantIvory pictures
about England are just boring and
even the usually reliable James
Cameron has skewed some history
in his filmmaking career (most no-
tably in the solid but highly over-
rated 'Titanic').
Enter "The Hurricane," the most
recent film to come under fire for
skewing history for its own pur-
poses and "sadistically" using the
story of former boxer Rubin "Hur-
ricane" Carter to tell its own story.
What do you expect? The film
does ignore some rather important
facts about Carter and the key play-
ers in the incident and even makes
the villains seem more and more
Hollywood as it goes along. How-
ever, what a lot of these critics don't
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
Scream 3 (R)
Eye of the Beholder (R)
Galaxy Quest (PG)
Magnolia (R)
Play It to the Bone (R)
Stuart Little (PG)
Supernova (PG-13- )
The Green Mile (R)
The Hurricane (R)
Toy Story 2 (G)
( ) Shows. Saturday and Sunday only
Sorry, no passes.
All shows starting before 6 p.m. only $3.75
General Admision $5.75 for adults,
$3.75 for children under 11 and senior citizens
For complete listings any
realize is that this film is no biog-
raphy. Like Oliver Stone's interest-
ing takes on "JFK" and "Nixon,"
director Norman Jewison tells the
story of "The Hurricane" with mod-
erate historical accuracy and fan-
tastic cinematic skill. The film is
simply the best this year has to of-
fer.
Anchored by the always fantas-
tic Denzel Washington, who plays
the role of Carter, a manlocked upjn the 1960s by a racist cop for
committing a set of murders that he
didn't have anything to do with,
"The Hurricane" is arguably the
best performance of Washington's
career. This is a pretty high honor
for someone who took part in
"Glory," "Malcolm X" and even the
drastically underrated "Fallen."
Jewison details Carter's exploits
as he grows up, gets into trouble
with the law, becomes a champion-
ship fighter, deals with racial op-
pression and is finally locked up.
It is truly a whirlwind story.
(12:45, 2:05) 4: 15, 4:50, 7:00
7:30, 9:45, 10:20
(11:50, 2:15)4:45, 7:20, 9:55
(12:10, 2:40) 5:10, 7:40, 10:101
(12:00)4:05, 8:00
(12:40)4:10, 7:10, 10:00
( 1 2:20, 2:30) 4:4p, 7:25, 9:35
10:05
(12:05)4:00,7:50
(12:15)3:45, 7:05, 10:15
(11:55, 2:40)5:05, 7:35
time, call 345-875- 5.
Rotting in prison and growing
more angry by the minute. Carter
writes "The Sixteenth Round,"
which becomes the first book a
young Brooklyn kid reads.
The young kid turns out to be
Lesra Martin (Vicellous Reon Sh-
annon), a young kid who was raised
in Brooklyn but is living in Canada
with three mentors hoping to get
him into college.
Motivated by the book, mainly
because Lesra can sympathize with
Carter's plight and upbringing
,Martin begins writing and visiting
Carter in prison, observing what 20
years in the pen can do to an inno-
cent man. After a while he is joined
by his guardians, three Canadian
activists played by John Hannah,
Deborah Kara Unger and Scream's
Liev Schreiber.
The bulk of the film details the j
four beli vers' mission to earn Carter
a new trial and eventually free him
from prison.
Jewison, despite the film's two
hour and 40 minute running time,
keeps the action moving surpris-
ingly fast and precious few mo-
ments could have been shaved from
the film's action. It's the tightest
three hour movie you are ever go-
ing to see.
Decent performances are turned
in by all as well, as Schreiber,
Hannah and Unger anchor numer-
ous screen minutes as the activists.
Rod Steiger adds panache as the
judge and young Shannon is a real
find as Lesra.
But what carries the film is Wash-
ington, who is arguably the most
important and talented actor of the
past quarter century. He is just superb
in every aspect of the film.
"The Hurricane" is certainly not a
perfect film and suffers from top
much of a Hollywood villain in the
racist cop, played by the always solid
Dan Hedaya.
It also has an extremely Holly-
wood ending. However, "The Hurri-
cane" is top notch entertainment
flown by capable actors, a dynamite
script and excellent direction.
If Matsos Family Restaurant
the cvisine that
inspired Socrates!
10 off all C.O.W. students and
faculty until the year 3000 AJ).
154 West l iberty Street
Vrotwer. Otm4469l
(330) 264-(iI- O
Great Desserts! '
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Norm Hirschy and Paul Outlaw discuss his presentation at Wooster
Oscar comes to Woo
Naomi Kresge
News Editor
Last Monday night a packed
house of College of Wooster stu-
dents and faculty happily spent an
hour and a half on hard Mateer
chairs to listen to actor and musi-
cian Paul Outlaw give a special
screening of his Oscar-winnin- g
short subject film "Schwartzfahrer."
The screening was the centerpiece
of a two-da-y visit to the College
campus, during which Outlaw also
spoke to classes in the German,
Theater and Black Studies depart-
ments.
"Schwartzfahrer, filmed in
1992 in Berlin, tells the story of a
black man and five generations
of Germans on a streetcar ride.
After the old woman who is his
seat partner spends most of the
film racially abusing him,.
Outlaw's character takes his re-
venge in a surprising comic twist.
The title of the film, which lit
erally translates to "fare dodger,"
actually has a double meaning:
Schwartz" means black and
Fahrer" means rider, so the term
draws on a concept similar to that
of a black market. In German the
word "Fahrer can be singular or
plural, which leads to some of the
eventual irony at the end of the
film.
The film had its premiere at the
1993 Berlin Film Festival and
went on to make triumphant ap-
pearances at film festivals across
the United States and Europe, in
cluding a screening at the
Sundance Film Festival. In 1994
HHorocotmtsY ot- - Norm Hikschy
the film took the Oscar for Best
Live Action Short Film, which led
to stints opening for films such
as "Remains of the Day" and
"Schindler's List." The film still
appears at festivals, the Bravo
channel and selected Lufthansa
transatlantic flights.
When asked if his own experi-
ence mirrored that of his character
in "Schwartzfahrer," Outlaw said
that "any time a black person is ...
encountered ... in Germany, there's
no expectation ... The reaction is
'What is this?'" Though he said
people live in Germany who have
never seen a black person before.
Outlaw said situations such as the
one depicted in the film still can and
do occur. "There are times when I
watch it and I forget it was a movie
and I think They just put a camera
in the car,'" he said. He told a story
of the doctor father of a friend of
his who "touched my hair and
asked me if it grows," what he
called a "shocking" experience.
Outlaw earned his degree from
Harvard College and studied at the
New York University TLsch School
of the Arts. Before going to Ger-
many he was in the Off and Off-O-ff
Broadway Theater scene and
was co-creat- or of the one-wom- an
show "Good GirL" He coached
actors in Cologne, Zurich and
Greece and spent three years pri-
marily as a singer and songwriter
in Germany, including one year as
a featured vocalist and lyricist with
"Die Haut" He is a member of the
actors' unit of the San Francisco
award-winnin- g dance theater en-
semble Rosanna Gam
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Men 's Basketball
Jan. 29: Wooster 79, Eariham 67
Feb. 2: Wooster 92, Kenyon 67
Overall 17--2, NCAC 11-- 0
Women's Basketball
Jan. 29: Eariham 79, Wooster 69
Feb. 1: Case Western Reserve 80, Wooster 75
Overall 5-1-4, NCAC 2-- 10
Men's Swimming and Diving
Jan. 29: Denison 181, Wooster 45
Women's Swimming and Diving
Jan. 29: Denison 173, Wooster 73
Indoor Track and Field
Jan; 29: Men-5t- h of 10
- Women- - 5 th of 9
ELLENWOOD HONORED: John Ellenwood '00 was
selected NCAC men's basketball Player of the Week for
last week. In victories over Eariham and Allegheny,
Ellenwood combined for 41 points, 16 rebounds, seven
blocks, five assists and four steals. In the Allegheny vic-
tory, Ellenwood tied a school and conference record by
making 1 1 field goals without a miss. This marks the fourth
time in Ellenwood's illustrious Wooster career that he has
been named NCAC Player of the Week.
SUPER BOWL THRILLER: In one of the most ex-
citing finishes in Super Bowl history, the St. Louis Rams
narrowly defeated the Tennessee Titans 23-1- 6 in Super
Bowl XXXIV last Sunday.
Tennessee rallied from a 1 6--0 deficit in the third quar-
ter to tie the score at 16 with just over two minutes to
play. St Louis quarterback Kurt Warner responded with
a 73-ya- rd touchdown pass to wideout Isaac Bruce to put
the Rams back on top by a touchdown. The Titans tried
to answer in the final seconds, but were denied when time
expired with the ball at the Rams' one yard line. Tennes-
see finished their improbable season at 16-- 4, while St.
Louis ended their storybook year at 16-- 3.
Warner was named game MVP after throwing, for a
Super Bowl record 4 14 yards and two touchdowns.
On Tuesday, two days following the Rams' victory, 63-year-- old
head coach Dick Vermeil retired. "I think the
time is right," Vermeil said at his press conference. Of-
fensive coordinator Mike Martz was named as Vermeil's
'.successor.'.'. --.v. v- - -"- -' '.'."-".- ' v.vj
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Scots streaking through NCAG
Team registers record 26th straight conference victory
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photo bv Amelia Kays
John Ellenwood '00 throws down a jam 'against Edrlhdni tastSdiurday'''''Ar
Ellenwood scored 15 points-an- d grabbed seven rebounds in the Scots' 79-6- 7
victory that ran the team 's record to 16-- 2.
Chris Powers
Sports Editor
People have known all year that
the Fighting Scot basketball team
is a great team. Now they have the
records to prove it.
The Scots won two games
this week, running their record "
to 17-- 2, including an 11-- 0 mark
in the NCAC.
The two victories pushed
Wooster over an important mile-
stone. Last night's 92-6- 7 win
against Kenyon was the team's
26th straight conference victory,
breaking Wittenberg's record. It
was also the 26th straight home
triumph for the Scots, extending
their school record.
Guard Steve Thompson '01 said
he was very proud of his team's ac-
complishment. "It feels real good.
This proves that we rightfully be-
long up there as one of the best
teams ever in the NCAC," he said.
On Saturday, the team hosted the
Eariham Quakers. The Quakers
were a feisty bunch early on, fight-
ing back from a 15 point deficit
with an 11-- 1 run to cut the lead to
29-2- 4 at intermission. Despite a
relatively lackluster performance,
the SJ6ts vereable fd slowly out
.distance Eariham in the' 'second,
half. The Quakers reduced the lead
to five at 55-5- 0, but Wooster pulled
away from there to post a 79-6- 7 vic-
tory.
Thompson led the way for the
Scots, nailing all three of his three
"Itfeels real good.
This proves that we
rightfully belong up
there as one of the best
teams ever in the
NCAC," Thompson said.
point attempts on his way to a game
high 17 points. He also added six
assists and five rebounds.
Three other Scots managed to
break into double figures in scor-
ing as Bryan Nelson '03, John
Ellenwood '00 and Brian Carlisle
'02 contributed outstanding efforts.
The three continued their domina-
tion in the paint. Nelson tallied 16
points and 1 1 rebounds, Ellenwood
added 15 points and seven boards
and Carlisle had one of his best
games as a Scot, scoring a career
high 13 points in just 15 minutes
of action.
r : Wooster looked to maintain their
hot streak when the Kenyon Lords
came to town last night. Kenyon,
a perennial cellar-dwelle- r, came
into the contest at a dismal 4-1-4. It
would seem to be an easy game for
the Scots. Early on, it looked as if
a blowout would ensue as Thomp-
son knocked down a three on the
first possession of the game. The
Scots used an 11-- 2 run to lead 20-1- 1,
at which point Matt Smith 03
took over from the outside. The
youngster was on fire from be-
hind the arc, hitting four of six at-
tempts, including the one that
gave Wooster its biggest lead at
40-2-4. The Lords chipped away
a bit before the half, cutting their
deficit to 11 at 42-3- 1.
In the second half, the Lords did
not back down from the more tal-
ented Scots. Kenyon had the lead
down to nine on two occasions, and
had they made their free throws, it
would have been even closer.
However, the Scots took advan-
tage of the missed shots. The score
was :55-4- 5 ;. when Antwyan;
' Reynolds" "TOfinally broke into the ;
scoring column with his lone trey
of the night to ignite a 14-- 2 Wooster
run, capped by another triple from
Smith to put the game away at 69-4- 7.
The Scots cruised from there, ;
leading by as many as 28 before !
prevailing 92-6- 7.
Smith led all scorers with 20 points j
on six of eight shooting from three !
point range. Nelson had his typi- -
cal solid game with 19 points isnd j
11 boards. Also reaching double j
figures were Thompson with. 16. '
including four of eight on tlirees, j
and Ellenwood with 10 points. i
Thompson had a simple recipe j
for his success. "I came out real
fresh and relaxed. It also helps j
to have open looks," he said. I
Head Coach Steve Moore was
-- i i i .. .: .u u : ,dnm(. n.-- ruisu jjicjmtu wiui ins icam a
formance. "We have a lot of guys
shooting with confidence-righ- t
now, and we shot extremely well,"
Moore said. "We knew they would
play some zone and provide us
some good outside looks."
As for the streak, Moore was
fairly stoic. "As far as streaks are
. concerned, I feel the less that is said
about it, the better. I have always
been more concerned with what
comes next, not the past." . --
The Scots will be looking to ex
tend both their streaks this Satur-
day when the Wabash LittleXSTiants
v mvadeTimken at 1 p.m.
photo by James Allardice
.
Stephanie Woodruff '02 drives to the hole against an Earlham defender. The
Quakers defeated Wooster 79-6- 9 last Saturday at Timken Gymnasium to drop
the Scots to 5-1-3.
Ann Raymond
Office Manager
At the beginning of the season.
Wooster's women's athletic teams
switched their names from Lady
Scots to just Scots. Now, the
Happy Hour 5--9 p.m. .
Dance Party 9-- 1 a. m.
Closed
Sports Night
WWF&WCW 8-1- 1 p.m.
NEW!! NEW!!
Live Bissman Wrestling 9:30 -- 11 p.m
ft
After Hours Cafe
TV j
women's basketball team only
wishes they could be renamed the
"comeback kids."
On 10 occasions this season, the
Scots have been defeated by 12
points or less. - In their past two
contests, the Scots have lost by a
9-1- 2 a.m.
.n r. j .
Sports
Women rally twice, lose twice
i l
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total of just IS points.
In the first of these two games,
the Scots played host to confer-
ence foe Earlham on Saturday.
Wooster quickly found them-
selves in a huge hole when the
Quakers built a 174 lead to be-
gin the game. Once the Scots or-
ganized offensively, they pro-
duced a 13- -2 run of their own to
crawl within one point of Earlham
at 25-2- 4.
Halftime came and went with
Wooster down only four points,
3430. In the second 20 minutes
of action, the Scots managed to
- keep the Quaker lead in single
digits.
Led by former high school team-
mates Keri Horst '02 and Kristen
Rice '03, the Scots pulled within
eight points of Earlham. But the
combined 27 point effort of Horst
and Rice was not enough for
Wooster to catch the Quakers as the
Scots fell 79-6- 9.
Led by an assorted arsenal,
Earlham used five different play-
ers to tally all but eight points of
the team's points. The Quakers
Sherry Holt put on a show by scor-
ing 23 points, grabbing 11 re-
bounds, adding four assists and
pocketing four steals in Earlham 's
winning effort.
Tuesday brought travel for the
Scots as they journeyed to
Cleveland to face the Lady
Spartans of Case Western Re-
serve University.
Wooster did well at the outset of
this non-conferen- ce match up with
seven unanswered points. The
Scots then went cold from the field,
allowing the Lady Spartans to as-
semble a 14--0 run.
Case continued their offen-
sive assault and went into the
break with a 47-- 31 lead.
The Lady Spartans spent most
of the second half enjoying a
comfortable double-dig- it lead
stimulated by 27 points and 12
rebounds from Erin Rogalski.
Wooster did manage to finish the
game on an 8- -1 tear. Despite the
last minute efforts, however, the
Scots lost 80-7- 5.
Leading Wooster were Nara
DeJesus '03, who registered her
11th double-doubl- e of the season
with 21 points and 15 rebounds,
while Stephanie Woodruff '02
added 20 points.
The Scots, now 5-- 14 on the
season (2-- 10 NCAC) will get
back to conference action on Fri-
day, whe,n tfrey Mst .Ob"er.ljn at
,7:30n.m. . f .'-- . . S'i'A
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Indoor track at relays
Rachel Dawson
Staff Writer
The Wooster indoor track and
field team traveled to Denison Uni-
versity this Saturday to see their
competition in the North Coast Ath-
letic Conference for the first time
this season. All the events at this
meet were scored as relays. In the
field events
and the 5,000
meter race the "This week
individual re-
sults week we werewere
combined to workouts in
make a relay. weather, soOhio continue to
won
Wesleyan
the this point on,'
men's compe stated.
was the first
able to get
due to the
the team will
improve from
Rice
tition among
10 schools with 83 points, while the
Scots finished in fifth with 51
points, only five points out of third.
The women also earned fifth of
nine teams with 49 points, while
Denison won with 92 points.
For the men's team, seniors Jody
Price and Shane Bartholomew won
the shot put relay for the third con-
secutive year by throwing 46 10" and
46'0", respectively. Head Coach
Dennis Rice said, "I don't think that
has ever been done before."
Other strong results were displayed
by the 800 meter relay team com-
posed of Nahum Kisner '02, Tim Sir
Louis '00, Kyle Mueller '02 and
Reggie Ray '00, which finished third
in 1:39.02. Kisner, Ray, Ben Behm
'03 and Evan McDaniel '02 com
Denison outraces Woo
Steve Bayuk
Staff Writer
The Wooster swimming and
diving teams both suffered losses
this weekend at the hands of
Denison University, one of the
nation's perennial powerhouses.
Denison defeated the Scot women
by a score of 173 to 73 and the
men by a score of 181 to 45.
The women picked several fights
with Denison. Coming within three
tenths of first place was Leah Becki
'00 in the 200 meter individual
medley. Erin Popelka '03 also had
a strong showing with a third place
finish in that event.
Popelka claimed another close
second in the 100 butterfly, just
getting touched out by four tenths
of a second.
.".Dive Sarah Connolly '02 cap-- .
--
"tufedA first place finish in tha one .
pleted the sprint medley in 3:45.99
to earn third place. The 3,200 meter
relay of Bill Huffman '02, Gabe Th-
ompson '03, Marty Coppola '02 and
Nick Chiorian '01 finished in third
place in 8:29.81. A third place finish
was also earned by the 1 ,600 meter
relay consisting of John Kelly '02,
Behm, and first years Tim Drouhard
and Scott Jones in a time of 3:42.00.
On the
women s
squad, Katie
Walker '01
and Christy
Judd '00 fin-
ished second
in the shot
put relay with
throws of
33' 1.75" and
26' 11", re-
spectively. Justina Williams '01
and Liz Farina '02 placed second
in the long jump relay with respec-
tive jumps of 15' 10.25" and
13' 11. 5".
On the track, the sprint medley
of Donnyelle 'Thornton '01,
Michelle Neary '01, Dawn Hirth
'02 and Sandy Tecklenberg '01 fin-
ished second in 4:36.56.
"We had strong results for this
point in the season. This week was
the first week we were able to get
workouts in due to the weather, so
the team will continue to improve
from this point on," Rice stated.
This Friday the men's and
women's squads will be traveling
to Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity to face the competition again.
meter diving event and a second in
the three meter diving competition.
For the men, junior Wes Bennett
pulled in a first place finish in the
50 freestyle with a time of 21.06
and Steve Bayuk "00 also showed
some fortitude by finishing second
with a time 21.71.
Bennett also destroyed the
competition in the 100 freestyle
by finishing first with a time of
47.29 and breaking a 20 year old
pool record.
The Scots have this coming
weekend off in preparation for their
conference meet at Canton
McKinley High School the follow-
ing weekend.
This will be the first time
Wooster will face Wabash Col-
lege and Hiram College since
those two schools' Joined the
North'CoBstiAtUeiic Conference.
Men's Basketball
Sat Wabash 1 p.m. (H)
Wed. Allegheny 7:30 p.m. (H) GO
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Barnes resigns, takes over at alma mater Augustana
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photo by James Allardice
Jim Barnes on the sideline against Witt..
James Allardice
Editor-In-Chi- ef
Five years ago, Jim Barnes inherited a
Wooster football program with a tradition
a tradition of losing. Friday, Barnes resigned
as Head Coach, leaving the program in the
midst of the greatest three-ye- ar stretch in the
history of Wooster football.
Barnes resigned to take the head coaching
position at Augustana College in Rock Is-
land, 111., his alma mater.
The Decision To Leave
"This was an extremely difficult decision,"
Barnes said. "The number one reason for
taking the job is the winning tradition
Augustana has. The second was the fact that
it was my alma mater, and this will allow me
to be closer to my family and friends back
home."
Barnes graduated from Augustana in 1981
and was a two-tim- e all-confere- nce defensive
back for the Vikings. RocV Island, 111., is
approximately three hours from Chicago and
the move allows Barnes to move closer to
his parents and grandparents who live in
Chicago. Barnes was an assistant coach for
the Vikings for the 1981 and 1982 seasons
before attending the University of Illinois
Law School.
Athletic Director Bob Malekoff was ad-
mittedly disappointed in Barnes' decision,
but understands the opportunity awaiting the
40-year--
old head coach at Augustana. "I'm
disappointed but fully understand the unique
opportunity he is presented with," Malekoff
said. "Coaching at his alma mater and being
closer to home is certainly an opportunity that
would be hard for anyone to pass up."
Barnes said he was contacted several
weeks ago by Augustana after Head Coach
Tom Schmulbach retired after a five-ye- ar run
because of health problems. "I was sur-
prised," Barnes said. "I left the door open,
telling them I would think about it. As time
went along, things fell into place and this just
seemed like the right thing to do." For
Malekoff. it wasn't a surprise.
"When I saw the Augustana coach had
stepped down I figured they would at least
be interested in talking to Jim," Malekoff
said. "You have to be impressed with what
he has done here at Wooster over the past
five years. His record speaks for itself."
But, Barnes admits it was not an easy de-
cision. He said it took him four days to ac-
cept the job after Augustana had extended
an offer. "I've come to terms with the fact
that I'm leaving here. But it's been a diffi-
cult couple of days; this wasn't easy. We are
making a great thing here. It's not easy to
walk away from something like this. But as
the days go by I become increasingly excited
about the new opportunity I am faced with."
A Move to a National
Power
Barnes moves to a program that finished
last season with a 9-- 2 record, losing 42-3- 3
to Mount Union in the playoffs. He was the
school's first choice in replacing
Schmulbach. Augustana College is the ninth
winningest program in Division III football
with a .635 winning percentage.
Augustana has won four national titles as
well as 18 College Conference of Illinois and
Wisconsin titles. By comparison, Wooster
has never made the Division III playoffs and
captured its first NCAC crown in 1997.
"The program I'm inheriting was a major
draw," Barnes said. He is already looking to
his first season as the Vikings coach. "They
lost a lot of seniors, I believe at least 15,"
Barnes said. "The offensive line is very
young and the defense has a lot of holes to
fill, and much like Wooster, will need
younger players to step up and fill some big
shoes. In some ways they are two very simi-
lar teams at this point. Both will be young
next season."
But the offense the Vikings run is vastly
different than the balanced attack that
Wooster offensive coordinator Mike Schmitz
has instituted over the past five years. "Sty-
listically, it's a whole different ball game,"
Barnes said. "It's a ground attack, using three
running backs and operating out of the wing
and wishbone formation a lot."
When Augustana hired Bames he agreed
to keep all of the assistants under
Schmulbach, leaving the Wooster assistant
coaches in limbo until the new head coach is
named.
The Barnes Era
at Wooster
In just five years, Bames took the Wooster
program from the depths of despair to three
consecutive eight-wi- n seasons and a co-confere- nce
title in 1997. In 1994, the year prior
to Barnes' arrival, the Scots finished with a
dismal 1- -9 record. In his debut season at
Wooster, Barnes led the Scots to a 5-- 5 record,
the first season since 1987 the Scots did not
finish below .500.
The turnaround in 1995 was just the be-
ginning of a remarkable five-ye- ar span. In
1996 the Scots finished 7-- 3, only losing two
conference games, to national powers Al-
legheny and Wittenberg. The 1997 season
was perhaps the pinnacle of the Barnes era.
The Scots finished with a 9-- 1 record, grab-
bing a share of the NCAC title the first
for the Scot football program. The season
include ' 11-1- 9 win over previously un-
beaten W . . . . iberg. li was the Scots first win
over the Tigers since 1949.
The last two years the Scots have finished
with an 8-- 2 record, and were one win away
from claiming a spot in the Division IH play-
offs last season. "We had some success
here," Barnes said. "We were getting to be
pretty good and more importantly we did it
the right way."
For the first time in the 101 --year history
of Scot football, a Wooster team has won at
least eight games for three consecutive years.
In just five years, Barnes quickly became the
third winningest coach in Wooster history,
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compiling a 37-1- 3 record. His winning per-
centage of .740 makes him the winningest
Wooster coach with at least five years of
coaching experience. Barnes said he will
leave with a great sense of pride, not only in
what the Scots accomplished under him on
the field, but also in the character of the team.
"I take great pride in how we do things
here," Bames said. "No one can ever ques-
tion the character of the guys that are here,
we've done things the right way. There is an'
aura to what Wooster football is. You won't
find too many places that have a better at-
mosphere on a Saturday afternoon in the fall.
The band, the pipers, it's a great experience."
"It's hard to leave a program that is enjoy-
ing its greatest era ever," Bames said. "This
was not an easy decision."
Mike Schmitz served under Bames as the
offensive coordinator and recognized what
Bames brought to the program. Schmitz
noted, "It's a tremendous turnaround in a
very short span of time. He brought leader-
ship, organization and character to the pro-
gram."
Schmitz becomes
frontrunner
Bames sees only one logical successor:
Mike Schmitz. "I have no idea why they
would look outside the program," Bames
said. "You will not find a better professional
than Mike. He is ready to be a head coach."
Bames has passed his recommendation on
to Malekoff.
Schmitz has served as the offensive coor-
dinator for the Scots for the last five years
and said he is interested in the job.
"I would love the opportunity to lead this
football program," Schmitz said. "I'm look-
ing forward to the possibility of being the
next head coach. I love the young 'men in
this program." Schmitz said he has been
in early contact with Malekoff. "Yes, we
have had some discussions," Schmitz said.
"We are in the very early stages of the pro-
cess."
Malekoff said, "We will move as fast as
possible while working within the con-
straints. We certainly won't lose sight of what
is best for the program in a rush to find a
new coach."
In the meantime, Schmitz and the other
assistant coaches are hoping they don't lose
pace in recruiting. "We are working collec-
tively as a staff," Schmitz said.
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